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Abstract
A functional specification and a prototype based on the notion of oriented combinatorial map are proposed in
order to approach computational geometric problems in the plane. They allow to focus on logical, topological and
geometrical aspects of algorithms, before taking account efficiency in a detailed design based on suitable data
structures and traversals. All the descriptions are written into an ML dialect, namely the Ocaml language. They
intensively use the notion of quasi-map, an extended version of combinatorial map well adapted to the definition
of algorithms by structural induction and to the proof of their total correctness. To illustrate the power of our
propositions, classical operations—segmentation of a planar image, point location in a planar subdivision and
refinement of a map—are revisited, easily specified and debugged on the quasi-map structure. Finally, an interactive
modeler of 3D subdivisions developed from such specifications is overviewed. Ó 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All
rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Designing data structures and algorithms remains a real problem in computational geometry, even in
the plane. We want to improve the very beginning of this work by using formal specification methods
coming from the software engineering area, namely functional specification and prototyping. In this
paper, their use is illustrated by the management of plane subdivisions, the topology of which being
described by oriented combinatorial maps.
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Generally speaking, formal specification methods of data structures and programs [47] have been
sometimes considered as a useless luxus of mathematicians conveying esoteric notions and making
longer the process of program construction. However, they present major advantages. First, they help to
discover and express mathematical models. Second, their intrinsic logical qualities, typically consistency
and completeness, can be checked, and sometimes proved. Third, formal specifications can be logically
prototyped, using rewriting and functional programming, to eliminate conceptual errors. Fourth, they are
unavoidable to lead precise proofs of model properties. Finally, they are a sound abstract reference for
subsequent software development and maintenance phases.
They have been used in computer graphics for defining languages [20,21,48], abstract geometric data
structures [37,51,54] or 2D and 3D models [2,24,26]. But the improvement in their use is rather slow,
compared with the fast development of more pragmatic practices, such as object oriented techniques.
For instance, in solid modeling, where sophisticated topological models have been proposed for a long
time [12,19,39,44,45,49,58,59,63], there are only a few formal specification attempts. Conversely, poor
means of description, such as flowcharts, data diagrams or pseudo-codes are still used. Similarly, it is
rather paradoxical that a strongly mathematized domain such as computational geometry does not use
formal methods. We claim that works at large scale, for instance the building of generic libraries like
CGAL [34], should greatly benefit from the advantages of well founded formal specifications.
Formal specification rank among two main classes. They are model-based, mainly on the set theory,
like VDM, Z or B [1,10,42,60], or axiomatic, like the algebraic specifications [4,32] we have very much
experimented. But, to be easily understood we adopt in this paper a pragmatic and comprehensive
approach, namely the direct use of functional specification techniques [40], instead of the algebraic
specifications of our previous presentations, which are more difficult to explain. Moreover, we focus on
problems of basic computational geometry, in fact rather computational topology in the meaning of [18,
50], occurring in solid modeling. Thus, our specifications are written in a functional language, Ocaml,
which, besides a clear logical expression often based on induction templates, allows modularity, general
parameterization, polymorphism, and a relatively efficient execution [43]. It also conveys object-oriented
and imperative features, which are not used in this paper.
Even if it can be applied to any algebraically sound discrete topological model, this approach is
more tractable with homogeneous models [46], based on a single notion, for instance that of quad-
edge [39], facet-edge [19], cell-tuple [12], or dart [44]. These models are convenient in computational
topology, because they are precise, can easily support integrity constraints, and can be generalized at any
dimension. The work related here makes lengthful use of the concepts of dart, oriented combinatorial
map [31,41] and its generalizations [16,44,45].
On many occasions, algebraic specifications of maps [22,26], d-dimensional generalized maps [23,25]
and hypermaps [24] have been presented for topology based models. But in order to better demonstrate
the use of formal specifications in this framework, this presentation focuses above all on the simple
notion of oriented map, for which a revised axiomatics based on the new notion of quasi-map is given.
Quasi-maps are defined by more atomic operations than in our previous proposals, thanks to the use of
injections instead of permutations. After a little training, one find them to be simple and well adapted
to incremental buildings. Moreover, proving properties of subdivisions is easier. Note that all the basic
conceptual material about maps will be recalled in the paper.
These specifications extend to any dimension. Furthermore, even if combinatorial maps and extensions
only describe the topology of objects, it is useful to introduce embedding attributes in the same
specification framework. Quasi-map specifications are a powerful basis to inductively specify high-level
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operations in image processing or boundary representation. Classical examples of segmentation of planar
images, point location in a planar subdivision and refinement of such a subdivision are revisited. The first
only deals with topological map data, the second is driven by the topology but takes some decisions using
the embedding, the third reconstructs a topology thanks to embedding data.
Finally, from these notions, we have realized a 2D cartographic system [22,27] and achieved a large
research project based on hypermaps specifications, namely the development of a modeler of 3D space
subdivisions [6–8], with original functionalities. This is a good example of the operative character of our
formal specification of maps and extensions for boundary representation.
Section 2 presents the basic mathematical notions. Section 3 defines quasi-maps, maps and their
elements, and shows some of their uses in topology. Section 4 develops a functional specification
of quasi-maps in Ocaml. Section 5 uses these descriptions to prove a few properties about maps.
Section 6 proposes extensions to handle map characteristics and planarity. Section 7 indicates how to do
enlargements to d-dimensional maps, generalized maps and hypermaps. Section 8 introduces embedding
and labels. Sections 9–11 specify some classical problems in imaging and computational geometry.
Section 12 gives a brief overview of the 3D modeler and Section 13 concludes. A basic knowledge
of functional programming and of one of the ML languages family makes the understanding easier, but
is not absolutely necessary.
2. Injections, permutations, involutions
Defining quasi-maps and maps requires some elementary mathematical notions.
Notation. Let α and β be functions and z an element. In this paper, application of α to z is always written
in prefix notation, αz or α(z), and composition of α and β is denoted αβ: αβz = αβ(z)= α(β(z)). In the
whole section, D is a finite set.
Definition 1. A partial function α :D→D is called a partial injection in D if each element of D has at
most one predecessor by α. It is total, then called an injection in D, if is is defined on all the elements
of D. In every case, the couple (D,α) has the algebraic structure of a direct functional graph, where D
is the set of vertices and α the set of arcs.
Example. In Fig. 1, D = [1..9] and α = (1 5)(5 2)(2 4)(7 3)(3 8)(8 7)(6 6), in the classical notation for
functions defined in extension, is a partial injection in D. It is neither defined for 4 nor for 9. Note that
6 is a fixed point for α.
Definition 2. A function α :D → D is a surjection in D if each element of D has at least one
predecessor. In a finite set, such a function is necessarily a total injection. Conversely, a total injection
Fig. 1. Partial injection α.
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Fig. 2. Partial injection α−1, inverse of α in Fig. 1 (the arrows are inverted).
Fig. 3. Permutation α∼, closure of partial injection α in Fig. 1.
in D is always a surjection. A permutation in D is a total function which is both an injection and a
surjection in D.
Definition 3. A partial injection α :D→ D is involutive if ααz = z for each z in D such that αz and
ααz are defined. An involution in D is an involutive permutation in D.
Proposition 1. Let α be a partial injection inD. Each connected component of the directed graph (D,α)
is an elementary simple (i.e., not trespassing twice by the same arc or vertex) path, closed (i.e., a circuit)
or open ( possibly without arc and in this case reduced to one vertex by convention).
Example. In Fig. 1, (D,α) has 4 connected components: two circuits, (7,3,8) and (6), and two open
paths, (1,5,2,4) and (9) which is reduced to a single vertex.
Definition 4. Let α be a partial injection in D. The inverse α−1 of α is a partial injection defined for
each z in α(D) by α−1z= predecessor of z.
Example. The inverse of α in Fig. 1 is α−1 = (5 1)(2 5)(4 2)(7 8)(8 3)(3 7)(6 6) in Fig. 2.
Definition 5. The closure of a partial injection α in D is a permutation α∼ in D defined for each z in
D by: α∼z = if αz is defined then αz else y, where y is the unique dart with no predecessor such that
αny = z for some integer n> 0.
Example. The closure of α in Fig. 1 is α∼ = (1 5)(5 2)(2 4)(4 1)(7 3)(3 8)(8 7)(6 6)(9 9) in Fig. 3.
Note that α∼9= 9, the unique dart with no predecessor such that α09= 9.
Thus, if αz is not defined, α∼z is the origin of the path of maximum length (connected component)
which contains z in (D,α). The following proposition is easily obtained.
Proposition 2. Let α and β be partial injections in D. Then, we have:
(1) (α−1)−1 = α, (α∼)∼ = α∼, (α−1)∼ = (α∼)−1;
(2) α−1αz= z for any z in D, such that αz is defined;
(3) αα−1z= z for any z in α(D);
(4) αβ is a partial injection in D.
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Fig. 4. Function α′, the completion of partial injection α in Fig. 1.
In a more usual way, any injection can be completed, thanks to a void element @ /∈D.
Definition 6. Let α be a partial injection in D. The completion of α is a total function α′ :D→D ∪ {@}
defined for each z in D by: α′z= if αz is defined then αz else @.
Example. The completion of α in Fig. 1 is α′ = (1 5)(5 2)(2 4)(4 @)(7 3)(3 8)(8 7)(6 6)(9 @), whose
graph is given in Fig. 4.
Note that partial injections are always completed in the following specifications, i.e., α′ is denoted α.
3. Combinatorial quasi-maps, maps and solid modeling
The new notion of quasi-map proceeds from the one of map [31,41,62], the constraints of which it
somewhat alleviates, thus making specification easier.
Definition 7. A combinatorial quasi-map is a 3-tuple Q = (D,α0, α1), where D is a finite set, the
elements of which are called darts, α0 an involutive partial injection in D, and α1 a partial injection
in D.
Definition 8. Let k be 0 or 1. When defined, αkz and α−1k z are respectively the k-successor and
k-predecessor of z.
Definition 9. Dart z is k-sewn if αkz or α−1k z is defined, otherwise it is k-free. A dart is free when it is
0-free and 1-free, otherwise it is sewn.
Example. Fig. 5 shows a quasi-map Q with D = [1..18], α0 = (1 2)(2 1)(3 4)(5 6)(8 7)(9 9)(11 10)
(12 13)(14 15)(15 14)(18 18) and α1 = (1 4)(2 6)(3 3)(4 15)(5 1)(7 2)(8 10)(9 8)(12 7)(13 14)(14 13)
(17 18). It is embedded in the plane and represented with some drawing conventions. Dart 17 is 0-free,
dart 11 is 1-free, and dart 16 is free.
Note that the nature of the darts is without importance. They may simply be integers in a formal
specification, but conveniently be pointers in an efficient implementation. Maps are particular quasi-
maps in the following sense.
Definition 10. An oriented combinatorial map is a quasi-map Q= (D,α0, α1) where α0 is an involution
and α1 a permutation in D.
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Fig. 5. A quasi-mapQ. (Darts are natural numbers beside curve half-segments, 0-sewings are represented by arrows
at the end of half-segments and 1-sewings by circular arcs between them, their sense being given by small arrows
once again. By convention, that is always the trigonometric sense.)
Fig. 6. A nonconnected map embedded in the 3D space (the sewings are not represented).
Oriented combinatorial maps allow us to model the topology of subdivisions of orientable and closed
surfaces, i.e., the boundary of usual solids [31,46,62].
Example. Fig. 6 shows one nonconnected map embedded in the 3D space. Each connected component
determines a subdivision of an orientable and closed surface limiting a volume: a cube, a tetrahedron
(genus = 0, see Section 6) and a torus (genus = 1). All the sewings are supposed made and are not
represented for clarity.
Although a distinction is made between combinatorial map and oriented combinatorial map in the
literature (see, e.g., [62]), to make short, we will often omit “oriented”, and even “combinatorial”. In
fact, a map can be immediately obtained from any quasi-map.
Definition 11. The closure of the quasi-map Q= (D,α0, α1) is the map Q∼ = (D,α∼0 , α∼1 ).
Thus a map is its own closure. Quasi-maps and maps make the definition of all the usual elements of
subdivisions, and how to access them, easy thanks to orbits.
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Fig. 7. Oriented faces of the quasi-map in Fig. 5 (function α−11 α0 is represented by arrows).
Fig. 8. Oriented faces of the closure of quasi-map in Fig. 5 ((α∼1 )−1α∼0 is represented by arrows).
Definition 12. Let D be a set and Π a set of partial functions in D. Connected components of the
multigraph (D,Π) are called orbits for Π . The orbit for Π that contains an element z of D is denoted
〈Π〉(z).
Definition 13. Let Q= (D,α0, α1) be a quasi-map. Orbits for 〈α0〉 are the edges of Q, those for 〈α1〉 its
vertices, those for 〈α−11 α0〉 its oriented faces, and those for 〈α0, α1〉 its connected components.
Example. In the quasi-map of Fig. 5, when reducing an orbit to the set of its elements: 〈α0〉(1)= {1,2},
〈α0〉(6) = {5,6} and 〈α0〉(9) = {9} are edges; 〈α1〉(8) = {8,10,9}, 〈α1〉(18) = {17,18} are vertices;
〈α−11 α0〉(5) = {5,2}, 〈α−11 α0〉(1) = {3,1,7} are oriented faces; 〈α0, α1〉(17) = {17,18} is a connected
component. The nine oriented faces of the quasi-map in Fig. 5 are the connected components of graph
(D,α−11 α0) in Fig. 7. The five oriented faces of its closure are in Fig. 8.
Thus, we fall back on the classical notion of oriented face, which is always a circuit, in a map [41,62].
4. Basic functional specification of quasi-maps
The basic functional specification written in Ocaml is presented in Table 1a. The symbol dart and
dim are defined, after the keyword type, as the types of darts and dimensions. In the simple prototype
presented, they are just synonyms of int, the built-in type of integers. Additionally, a quasi-map is an
object of type qmap defined using one of three induction templates headed by the constructors V, I,
L, and separated by |. Let q be a quasi-map, x,y two darts and k a dimension. Then, V is the void
quasi-map (with neither darts nor sewings), I(q,x) the quasi-map built by inserting in q a new dart x,
and L(q,k,x,y) the quasi-map obtained from q by k-linking x to y, in such a way that y becomes
the k-successor of x. In fact, applying these constructions without precaution could lead to too general
objects and to mistakes. They must be used only when the constructors respect preconditions given later.
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Table 1a
Basic level of quasi-map specification (begin)
type dart = int;;
type dim = int;;
type qmap = V | I of qmap * dart | L of qmap * dim * dart * dart;;
let rec e q z =
match q with
V -> false
| I(m,x) -> z = x || e m z
| L(m,_,_,_) -> e m z;;
let rec fk q j z =
match q with
V -> true
| I(m,x) -> z = x || fk m j z
| L(m,k,x,y) -> (j <> k || (z <> x && z <> y)) && fk m j z;;
let rec f q z =
match q with
V -> true
| I(m,x) -> z = x || f m z
| L(m,k,x,y) -> z <> x && z <> y && f m z;;
Example. The quasi-map q0 in Fig. 5, except for darts 7–15 and their incident sewings in order to
alleviate, can be built, for instance, by
let q0 =
L(L(L(I(I(I(L(L(L(I(I(L(L(I(I(L(L(I(I(V,1),2),0,1,2),0,2,1),3)
,4),0,3,4),1,1,4),5),6),0,5,6),1,5,1),1,2,6),16),17)
,18),1,17,18),1,3,3),0,18,18);;
A lot of quasi-map observers are defined on the qmap structure after the keyword let, the use of
recursion being signaled by rec. Let q be a quasi-map, z a dart, and j a dimension. Then, e q z tests
if z exists in q by returning a Boolean, fk q j z tests if z is j-free in q, and f q z if it is free.
Note the principle of structural induction in their definition, where a pattern-matching of q successively
with the three qmap templates separated by |, thanks to match ... with ... Finally, Boolean
disjunction and conjunction are denoted || and &&, and _ symbolizes an anonymous variable.
Moreover, in Table 1b, a q j z and ac q j z return the (completed) j-successor of z in q and in
the closure of q, i.e., α′j z and α∼j z in Definitions 5 and 6 (a is used for alpha). Similarly, a_1 q j z
and ac_1 q j z give the inverses, in other words the j-predecessor of z in q and in the closure of q,
i.e., α′j−1z and α∼j −1z in Definitions 4–6. The specifications of ac and ac_1 use two auxiliary functions,
ori and ext, given the origin and the extremity of open faces in quasi-maps, as in Definition 13. Remark
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Table 1b
Basic level of quasi-map specification (continued)
let rec a q j z =
match q with
V -> 0
| I(m,x) -> if z = x then 0 else a m j z
| L(m,k,x,y) -> if j = k && z = x then y else a m j z;;
let rec a_1 q j z = ... similar to a ...
let rec ori q j z =
match q with
V -> 0
| I(m,x) -> if z = x then x else ori m j z
| L(m,k,x,y) -> let z0 = ori m j z
in if j = k && z0 = y then ori m j x else z0;;
let ac q j z = let t = a’ q j z in if t = 0 then ori q j z else t;;
let rec ext q j z = ... similar to ori ...
let ac_1 q j z = ... similar to ac ...
let rec d q z =
match q with
V -> V
| I(m,x) -> if z = x then m else I(d m z,x)
| L(m,k,x,y) -> L(d m z,k,x,y);;
let rec r q j z =
match q with
V -> V
| I(m,x) -> I(r m j z,x)
| L(m,k,x,y) -> if j = k && x = z then m else L(r m j z,k,x,y);;
the construction let z0 = ... in ..., which allows to define an auxiliary variable z0 used in an
expression, and note that the role of @is played by 0.
Example. For the quasi-map q in Fig. 5, e q 1 = true, e q 19 = false, fk q 1 16 =
true, a q 0 1 = 2, a q 0 6 = 0, a q 1 6 = 0, ac q 1 6 = 12, a_1 q 1 12 = 0,
and ac_1 q 1 12 = 6.
Two destructors, d and r, inverses of I and L, allow the dismantling of a quasi-map q: d q z
deletes z from q and r q j z rips the j-sewing from dart z in q.
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Table 1c
Preconditions for quasi-maps
(*
prec I(m,x) = not e m x
prec L(m,k,x,y) =
e m x && e m y && a m k x = 0 && a_1 m k y = 0 && (k = 1 ||
k = 0 && (a_1 m k x = 0 && a m k y = 0 || a m k y = x))
prec a m k z = prec a_1 m k z = prec ac m k z =
prec ac_1 m k z = e m z
prec fk m k z = k <= 1 && e m z
prec f m z = e m z
prec d m z = e m z && f m z
prec r m k z = k <= 1 && e m z && a m k z <> 0
*)
Example. Complete deletion of edge {1,2}, with all incident sewings, from quasi-map q in Fig. 5, is
realized by
d (d (r (r (r (r (r (r q 1 1) 1 2) 0 1) 0 2) 1 5) 1 7) 1) 2
In order to build sound quasi-maps, i.e., according to Definition 7, and to correctly observe them,
preconditions in the use of operations are given in Table 1c. They are written in our prototype only
as commentaries between (* and *).
For instance, prec L(m,k,x,y) states that k-sewing x to y in m is possible if and only if x and
y both exist in m, x has no k-successor, y no k-predecessor, k = 1, or k = 0 and either x has no
k-predecessor and y no k-successor or y has x as k-successor (and x has y as k-predecessor).
The top level of Ocaml allows one to use operations through questions (before ;;) and answers (after
- :). For instance, with above q0, the following conversation can occur:
e q0 1;;
- : bool = true
f q0 1 16;;
- : bool = true
a m0 0 1;;
- : dart = 2
r (d (r m0 0 2) 16) 1 2;;
- : qmap = L(L(L(L(I(I(L(L(I(I(L(L(I(I(L(I(I(V,1),2),0,1,2),3),4),0,
3,4),1,1,4),5),6),0,5,6),1,5,1),17),18),1,17,18),1,3,3),0,18,18)
In the interpretation of a function defined by induction on quasi-maps, the three qmap templates
headed by V, I and L are sequentially examined until a filtering of the term to reduce succeeds. Of
course, a graphical interface helps to enter and visualize quasi-maps.
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The quasi-map axiomatics is clearly complete, in the meaning that all cases have been considered
in the specification of the functions. That is due to a systematic use of the inductive definition method
from the three quasi-map templates. It is also consistent, in the meaning that no redundancy can occur
in the interpretation of these definitions. In other words, there is no risk of junk or confusion of values
in the types bool, dart, dim or qmap induced by the new definitions [32]. Finally, all observer or
destructor is obviously finitely terminating, because, in each inductive specification template, a recursive
call always acts on a shorter term. These good properties are kept in the following.
5. Formal proofs
The formal definition of types and functions constitute an equational axiomatics [32] of maps, in which
proofs of properties of the quasi-maps and maps can be undertaken in a formal way, often by induction
on the three templates of the qmap type. Of course, the qmap expressions involved must always respect
the preconditions on the constructors.
For instance, let us prove that quasi-maps defined in the functional specification satisfy the
mathematical Definition 7. The properties to be proved are: α0 is an involutive partial injection and α1
is a partial injection. For instance, if it is already proved that α0 is a partial injection, the involutiveness
property of α0 is specified as follows.
Proposition 3. In the specification, for any quasi-map m and dart z such that e m z = true and
a m 0 z <> 0 then a m 0 (a m 0 z) = 0 or z.
Proof. Owing to the quasi-map specification, a proof by induction is derived as follows.
• Initialization: the proposition is satisfied for the void quasi-map V because, for any dart z, e V z
= false (specification).
• General case: suppose that quasi-map m satisfies for any z, such that e m z = true and a m 0
z <> 0, the property a m 0 (a m 0 z) = 0 or z (induction hypothesis).
(1) Let t be a dart and m1 = I(m, t). It must be proved that, for any dart z, such that e m1 z
= true and a m1 0 z <> 0, then a m1 0 (a m1 0 z) = 0 or z. Two cases are to be
considered.
(1.1) z = t: then a m1 0 z = a m1 0 t (by the specification). But a m1 0 t = 0
(specification), which refutes the hypothesis a m1 0 z <> 0. Contradiction.
(1.2) z <> t: then e m1 z rewrites e m z and a m1 0 z rewrites a m 0 z (specification).
There are two subcases:
(1.2.1) t = a m 0 z: then a m1 0 (a m1 0 z) = a m1 0 t = 0 (specification),
(1.2.2) t <> a m 0 z: then a m1 0 (a m1 0 z) rewrites a m 0 (a m 0 z) =
0 or z (specification and induction hypothesis).
(2) Let j = 1 or 0, x, y be darts such that e m x = e m y = true, a_1 m j y = 0 and
a m j x = 0 (preconditions), and m2 = L(m,j,x,y). It must be proved that, for any dart z,
such that e m2 z = true (therefore e m z = true by specification) and a m2 0 z <> 0,
then a m2 0 (a m2 0 z) = 0 or z. Two cases are to be considered.
(2.1) j = 1: then a m2 0 (a m2 0 z) rewrites a m 0 (a m 0 z) (specification) and the
result follows (induction hypothesis).
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(2.2) j = 0: then there are two subcases.
(2.2.1) z = x: then a m2 0 z = y (specification), and a m2 0 (a m2 0 z) rewrites
a m2 0 y (specification). There are two subcases anew:
(2.2.1.1) x = y: then a m2 0 y = y = z (specification),
(2.2.1.2) x <> y: then a m2 0 y = a m 0 y; by preconditions in the case j =
0 (Table 1b), a m 0 y = 0 or z, and the result follows.
(2.2.2) z <> x: then a m2 0 z = a m 0 z (specification). Two subcases anew:
(2.2.2.1) a m 0 z = x: then, by preconditions for j = 0 (Table 1b, and injectivity
of a for dim. 0), z = y, and a m2 0 (a m2 0 z) = y = z.
(2.2.2.2) a m 0 z <> x: then a m2 0 (a m2 0 z) = a m 0 (a m 0 z)
(specification) and the result follows (induction hypothesis). 2
The hand-management of long proofs with a myriad of cases and subcases is clearly impractical, and
a proof assistant is absolutely necessary. When using such a system, formal specification, hypothesis
and theorem to be proved must be entered in the machine. Then, depending on the system, the proof
development is more or less automatized or interactively guided. An experiment was lead with the OBJ3
system [36] on an algebraic version of our map specification, for some elementary theorems [25].
More recently, a large scale formal specification in higher-order logic has been undertaken and the
proof of some difficult results on quasi-maps and maps has been achieved constructively with the help
of the Coq system [17]. Thus, an incremental criterion of planarity, Euler’s formula, and a version of a
discrete Jordan’s theorem have been obtained with this powerful tool [56,57]. The way the specifications
are built in this 3-years experiment is quite close to what is written in this paper.
However, when using Ocaml programs as axiomatics, some anomalies appear. For instance, the two
maps
m1 = l(l(i(i(i(v,1),2),3),1,1,2),0,2,3)
m2 = l(i(l(i(i(v,3),2),0,2,3),1),1,1,2)
are different, i.e., at the question m1 = m2 the answer is false. But, they are always observed equal
when using the selectors, i.e., e m1 1 = e m2 1, f m1 2 = f m2 2, a m1 1 2 = a m2
1 2, etc., are all true. This is a kind of equality in qmap, namely observational, different from the
standard one, which is purely syntactical and consists in structurally comparing terms. In Table 2 integrity
constraints on the qmap structure simply identify these two equalities by properties of permutation
between the constructors.
Table 2
Properties of permutation
(*
I(I(m,x),x’) = I(I(m,x’),x)
I(L(m,k,x,y),x’) = L(I(m,x’),k,x,y)
L(L(m,k,x,y),k’,x’,y’) = L(L(m,k’,x’,y’),k,x,y)
*)
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In fact, together with the preconditions, they contribute to express that darts and sewings form sets and
not linear lists. Of course, such expressions cannot be introduced in Ocaml programs differently from as
commentaries, on pain of running loops.
6. Characteristics and planarity
Quasi-maps characteristics are essential to further refine the control of the behaviour of the modeled
objects. They can be obtained by generalizing those of maps [41,62].
Definition 14. Euler’s characteristic ec and genus g of a quasi-map are:
ec= nv− (nd− ne)+ nf∼ and g = nc− ec/2,
where nd, ne, nv and nc, are respectively the number of its darts, edges, vertices and connected
components, and nf∼ the number of oriented faces of its closure.
Theorem 4 (of the genus). The genus g of a quasi-map is a natural number.
A quasi-map with null genus is said planar.
Example. Quasi-map of Fig. 5 is planar: nd = 18, ne= 11, nv= 8, nf∼ = 5, nc= 3, ec= 6 and g = 0.
In fact, let q be a qmap. The previous characteristics are the same for q and its closure, except the
number of oriented faces (cf. Figs. 7 and 8). They are defined in Table 3a: nd q, ne q, nv q, nf q,
and nc q are the number of darts, edges, vertices, faces, and connected components of q. Finally, ec q
and g q are its Euler’s characteristic and genus.
Auxiliary functions, whose definitions are not given, have the following meaning: eqc q z t is
true iff darts z and t belong to the same connected component of q, cl q is the closure of q, and
epof q z t is true iff there is a path, in the quasi-map meaning, from z to t in an oriented face
of q.
Most of the operations in Table 3a are inductively defined, i.e., from the basic quasi-map generators, V,
I and L. Once again, proofs involving these operations are made easier by induction. Map planarity is an
important feature, often imposed for object correctness [35]. In order to preserve it during manipulations,
it is enough, for instance, to constrain more strictly operation L, which becomes L’, by a rather
complex precondition given in Table 3b [62]. In this precondition, compl 0 = 1, compl 1 = 0,
and implies is the connector of implication.
Proposition 5. A quasi-map is planar if it is obtained by composition of V, I and L′, abiding by their
preconditions.
The precondition on L′ begins with the one of L and says that, when x and y are connected, x and y’
= ac_1 m (compl k) y are to be in the same oriented face of the quasi-map’s closure. Intuitively,
the meaning is that map planarity is guaranteed by sewings operating systematically through an oriented
face.
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Table 3a
Specification of characteristics (extracts)
let rec nd q =
match q with
V -> 0
| I(m,x) -> nd m + 1
| L(m,k,x,y) -> nd m;;
let rec ne q =
match q with
V -> 0
| I(m,x) -> ne m + 1
| L(m,0,x,y) -> if a m 0 y <> 0 && x <> y then ne m - 1 else ne m
| L(m,_,x,y) -> ne m;;
let rec nv q =
match q with
V -> 0
| I(m,x) -> nv m + 1
| L(m,0,x,y) -> nv m
| L(m,_,x,y) -> if ac m 1 x = y then nv m else nv m - 1;;
let rec nc q =
match q with
V -> 0
| I(m,x) -> nc m + 1
| L(m,k,x,y) -> if eqc m x y then nc m else nc m - 1;;
let rec nf q =
match q with
V -> 0
| I(m,x) -> nf m + 1
| L(m,0,x,y) -> if a_1 m 1 y = 0 || epof m (a_1 m 1 y) x then nf m
else nf m - 1
| L(m,_,x,y) -> if a_1 m 0 y = 0 || epof m (a_1 m 0 y) x then nf m
else nf m - 1;;
let ec q = nv q - nd q + ne q + nf (cl q);;
let g q = nc q - ec q / 2;;
...
This important planarity criterion, very difficult to rigorously establish in a purely combinatorial way,
has been recently illustrated and formally proved in the Calculus of Inductive Constructions with the aid
of the Coq system [56,57].
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Table 3b
Precondition on L’ to preserve planarity
(*
prec L’(m,k,x,y) =
prec L(m,k,x,y) && (eqc m x y implies epof (cl m) x y’)
*)
Fig. 9. A nonconnected 2-G-map. Fig. 10. A connected 3-G-map.
7. Extensions and d-dimensional case
The above notions extend to the proposals of d-dimensional hypermaps, generalized maps and maps,
used in the literature and in modelers to describe d-dimensional space subdivisions. Hypermaps were
introduced in [16] and extended in [24] to generalize and formalize the handling of d-dimensional
subdivisions on computers. Again, quasi can be in front of each concept. Thus, we have the following
definition.
Definition 15. Let d be a natural number. A d-dimensional quasi-hypermap is a d + 2-tuple H =
(D,α0, α1, . . . , αd), where D is a finite set of darts and α0, α1, . . . , αd are partial injections in D. It
is a d-dimensional hypermap if α0, α1, . . . , αd are permutations in D.
The notion of d-dimensional generalized map was introduced in [44,45] in order to describe
subdivisions of d-dimensional spaces of all kinds, orientable or non-orientable, open or closed. It has
been significantly enlarged, for computational reasons discussed in [23,24], to become as shown in
Figs. 9 and 10. In these figures arrows correspond to α0, medium thick bars to α2, very thick gray to
α3, and points to α1.
Definition 16. Let d be a natural number. A d-dimensional generalized quasi-map is a d-dimensional
quasi-hypermap G = (D,α0, α1, . . . , αd), where α0, α1, . . . , αd are involutive partial injections in D. It
is a d-dimensional generalized map, or d–g-map, if α0, α1, . . . , αd are involutions in D.
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Finally, the notion of d-dimensional map [24,44,45], able to describe orientable and closed
subdivisions of d-dimensional spaces, becomes:
Definition 17. Let d be a nonzero natural number. A d-dimensional quasi-map is a d + 1-tuple M =
(D,α0, α1, . . . , αd−1), where D is a finite set of darts, α0, α1, . . . , αd−2 are involutive partial injections
and αd−1 is a partial injection in D. It is a d-dimensional map if α0, α1, . . . , αd−2 are involutions in D
and αd−1 is a permutation in D.
In these notions, the αk’s are always partial. Therefore, it is clear that the quasi-map axiomatics is
directly extensible to d dimensions, in the spirit of [24]. In the future, we expect all these sorts of data,
with their invariants and operations, to be hierarchically organized in a semantic network with ordered
types, inheritance and polymorphism, also including embedding features.
8. Embedding features
When dealing with geometry, a d-dimensional (extension of ) map must be embedded in an
n-dimensional space, with d = n or not. For instance, in Section 3 (Fig. 6), 2-maps are embedded in
a 3D space. Form attributes can be associated with elements of each topological dimension [8]. In the
(quasi-)map case, with d = 2, points can be associated with vertices, curves with edges and surfaces with
faces, so n= 3. Photogrammetric attributes could also be introduced in the same way at any dimension:
colors of vertices, edges, faces, thickness of lines, texture of faces, etc.
For clarity, we only use quasi-maps, with d = 2, and vertex embeddings, namely points in an Euclidean
plane, so n= 2. It is possible to associate a point with each dart or a point with (all the darts of ) a vertex.
In the first case, the embedding is said discontinuous, and in the second continuous. We will briefly
develop the first case, which allows the maximum of possibilities, the second one being not much more
difficult to express. Similarly, we associate a label with each dart.
First, point is defined as the type of points in the plane, in fact the Cartesian product of float
by itself, with P as constructor. Thus a point always matches the template P(p1,p2), where p1,p2
are its abscissa and ordinate in a fixed Euclidean coordinate system, origin being the name given
to P(0.,0.). Note that floating numbers in Ocaml have to contain a dot, thus 0. denotes zero. The
functions abs and ord return the coordinates, p1 and p2, of a point p identified with P(p1,p2).
A dart label, of type label, is only a natural number in the prototype, recovered by the function lab.
Of course, the definition of the I constructor of the qmap type has to be modified, to insert together a
new dart, its embedding and its label. Similarly, the previously specified functions could be modified in
consequence, which is very easy. The new specification is sketched in Table 4.
As before, preconditions constrain these operations. Owing to the choice of point association,
embedding has an influence on topology. For example, sewing together two embedded darts in a quasi-
map by operation L at dimension 1 is possible only if their embeddings are compatible, i.e., if their points
are the same. This must be added to the precondition of L. These constraints are detailed and discussed
in the general case of hypermaps in [6].
Higher level operations can be defined to handle and access quasi-map elements, i.e., edges, vertices,
faces. Some propositions have been made in [23,24] to generalize Euler’s operators in the case d = 2,
and [6,8] extend them to d > 3, where d = 3 is favored, with two groups of operators. The first group
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Table 4
Embedded quasi-maps
type point = P of float * float;;
let origin = P(0.,0.);;
let abs p = match p with P(p1,p2) -> p1;;
let ord p = match p with P(p1,p2) -> p2;;
type dart = int;;
type dim = int;;
type label = int;;
type qmap = V | I of qmap * dart * point * label
| L of qmap * dim * dart * dart
...
let rec em q z =
match q with
V -> origin
| I(m,x,p,l) -> if z = x then p else em m z
| L(m,k,x,y) -> em m z;;
let rec lab q z = ... similar...
contains purely topological operators, that do not manage embeddings. The second group contains mixed
(topological-embedding) operators, which allow to act both on topology and geometry. These operations
are specified by composition of low-level ones, with strong topological and embedding preconditions. In
the three following sections, some examples of high-level operations are developed.
9. Segmentation
Consider planar quasi-maps whose oriented faces are labeled with naturals to represent colors, gray
levels for instance. Though one dart per face is theoretically enough to support the labels, in order to
simplify, we suppose in the prototype that all the darts of a face carry out the same label.
Let M be a map with all of its faces labeled. The segmentation problem consists in merging all the
adjacent faces ofM with the same label and deleting all the dangling edges, isthmus and darts. Translated
into the image area, faces are regions formed by pixels with the same color, and segmentation is a classical
image processing operation [53,61]. An example is given in Fig. 11, for one component only.
A segmentation operation, denoted segment, is specified in Table 5, using an auxiliary operation
seg defined by induction on the original quasi-map term structure. This function dismantles the quasi-
map q and keeps in qr the current resulting quasi-map, which, starting from q, is treated by successive
rewritings till the final result. Geometrical embedding, secondary in this process, does not set any
problem.
Fig. 12, where colors of regions are suggested by gray levels, illustrates the effects of the last five
cases, indexed from c1 to c5, in the definition of seg. Thus, in c1, when q is empty, the final result is
the last qr. In c2, a dart, with its embedding and label, is deleted when it is isolated in qr (Fig. 12(c2)),
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(a) (b)
Fig. 11. Segmentation of a quasi-map. (a) Original subdivision (textures correspond to face labels). (b) Final
subdivision after segmentation (forget the dashed segment for a moment).
Table 5
Map segmentation
let rec seg q qr =
match q with
V -> qr (* c1 *)
| I(m,x,p,l) -> seg m (if f qr x then d qr x else qr) (* c2 *)
| L(m,k,x,y) ->
if x = y then seg m (r qr k x) (* c3 *)
else if lab m x = lab m y
then let y1 = ac qr k y
in let m1 = L(r m k y,k,x,y1)
and qr1 = L((r (r qr k x) k y),k,x,y1)
in seg m1 qr1 (* c4 *)
else seg m qr;; (* c5 *)
(* segmentation function segm *)
let segm q = seg q q;;
otherwise it is retained. Case c3 treats the removing of the k-sewing of a fixed point for k, that is a
k-loop (Figs. 12(c3a), (c3b)). The subsequent cases deal with a k-sewing from x to y, when x 6= y.
When the labels of x and y are identical, case c4 is the removing of the k-sewing and the insertion
from x to the k-successor y1 of y of a new k-sewing, immediately reconsidered by the same process
(Figs. 12(c4a), (c4b)). Note that m and qr have to be modified together. In all other cases regrouped in c5
the k-sewing is kept.
This specification is simpler and more accurate than the previous descriptions of segmentation by re-
gion growing and merging [9]. Moreover, it can be easily proved by the techniques of Section 5 that the
above specification leads to a true map without useless edge. This facility comes from the purely topo-
logical character of the segmentation operation, which can be locally described. But, in the real world,
the true difficulty is often to determine the threshold values for the colors to be grouped significant to-
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Fig. 12. Cases of segmentation.
gether in order to characterize significative regions [53,61]. Beyond this question, a vertical software
development from the specification, like in [9], leads to very efficient programs of segmentation with a
clear structure.
Finally, preserving some isthmus is often better, to obtain a new map with the same connectivity
between the remaining vertices as in the original quasi-map. The remaining edges are in fact often
presented as an inclusion tree. An example is given in Fig. 11(b), with the dashed segment conserved.
To that end, a variant where the removing of a k-sewing from x to y occurs only if the two darts do not
belong to the same direct face of the current map and none of the face paths linking them is reduced to a
tree, has been specified with our usual tools. Note that several alternative results can be obtained because
the isthmus that remain to preserve the connectivity can be chosen arbitrarily.
10. Point-location
Consider now a planar subdivision with a linear embedding, that is each edge is implicitly embedded
on the straight segment joining the embeddings of its extremities. Suppose to simplify that no such
segment has a null length and let P be a point of the plane neither confused with a vertex nor belonging
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Fig. 13. 5 crossings and over-touches (over the axis), 3 crossings and under-touches (under the axis).
to an edge. The location problem is to find which face of the subdivision contains P [30,55]. It is well
known that this kind of problem is very sensitive to the round-off errors. Dealing with these errors,
however, is outside of the scope of this paper and calculations with real numbers are considered as
exact.
The main subproblem of the whole location problem is to find the place of P with respect to a single
face F of the subdivision, i.e., inside or outside. It can be solved by counting the intersections between
F and a half-straight line issued from P , for example, in the direction of the x-axis. In fact, if P does not
belong to the polygon’s face, it is enough to count the edges which really cross the half-line or are over
and touch it only by an extremity. Thus, P is inside F if the count is odd, outside otherwise. Note that
“over” can be replaced by “under”. Fig. 13 illustrates the two computations.
The function index returns this number. Its specification consists in dismantling an embedded quasi-
map term that corresponds to F and progressively counting the edge crossings or overtouches with the
half-line issued from P . It is given in Table 6 with the definition of inside, a function testing if a
point is inside a face, overtouch and cross being functions easily specified. This process is guided
by topology but the decision whether or not to increase the index depends on embeddings. Note that all
floating operators are dotted.
In the index definition on Table 6, case c1 gives the final value 0 when all the edges have been
treated and unsewn. Case c3 requires the current index to increase by one unit when an overtouch or
a crossing is detected during the examination of a true edge {x,y}, which is 0-unsewn immediately.
Case c4 entails nothing for a 1-sewing, which explains the use of anonymous variables. Note that
such a formal specification could be specialized to deal with simple cases, e.g., convex polygons or
rectangles [55].
The complete location problem of P in a planar subdivision, that is a quasi-map M , can be specified
from index using a recursion involving a traversal of adjacent faces of M from any vertex of M until
P is inside a face. If m is the number of edges in all the faces encountered in the traversal, the time
complexity of an efficient implementation of this process is in O(m), better than a brute force complete
traversal of all edges of the whole subdivision. In fact, from a formal specification, vertical developments
allow to fall back on different notions, like planar-separators, balanced trees or layered DAGs, to improve
the time complexity [30,55].
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Table 6
Point location with respect to a face
let overtouch q p x =
match p with
P(p1, p2) ->
let px2 = ord (em q x) and py2 = ord (em q (a q 0 x))
in if px2 < py2 then px2 = p2 && p1 < px1
else py2 < px2 && py2 = p2 && p1 < py1;;
let cross q p x =
match p with
P(p1,p2) ->
let px2 = ord (em q x) and py2 = ord (em q (a q 0 x))
in px2 6= py2
&& let u = (p2 -. px2) /. (py2 -. px2)
in let i1 = px1 +. u *.(py1 -. px1) in p1 <= i1;;
let rec index q p =
match q with
V -> 0 (* c1 *)
| I(m,x,p,l) -> index m p (* c2 *)
| L(m,0,x,y) -> index (r m 0 y)
+ (if overtouch q p x || cross q p x then 1 else 0) (* c3 *)
| L(m,_,_,_) -> index m p;; (* c4 *)
let odd n = (n mod 2 = 1);;
let inside q p = let i = index q p in i <> 0 && odd i;;
11. Refinement
Let us consider a map M , planar or not, and some complete general linear embedding of M in the
plane. Complete means that each vertex is embedded on a point, and linear is explained in Section 10. In
such a general embedding, an edge may be embedded on a null segment, a vertex on a point incident to
an edge embedding, two distinct vertices on the same point, two distinct edges on secant segments. Note
that an isolated embedded dart symbolizes a point. Moreover, even if M is planar, the segment an edge
is embedded on may be incorrectly placed with respect to α1 for one of its extremities (Fig. 14). Thus,
M may be embedded in a nonplanar way and have self-intersections.
A refinement consists in removing all these embedding malformations to obtain a correct plane
subdivision by modification of the underlying map. It is a normalizing process, basic for Boolean set
operations. Indeed, two geometrical 2D objects can be modeled by two plane subdivisions, that is by two
embedded maps, as in Fig. 15.
When the two subdivisions are superposed, it is as if we have only one map embedded in the plane
with self-intersections (Fig. 16(a)). Thus, when we want to select common parts to make an union, an
intersection or a difference of any pair of faces, we have to refine the whole map, as in Fig. 16(b). Note
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Fig. 14. Wrong placement of the edge containing x (numbers represent the succession order induced by α1).
Fig. 15. Two plane subdivisions.
(a) (b)
Fig. 16. (a) Superposition of the subdivisions. (b) Refinement of the subdivisions.
that this refinement generalizes the intersection of segments, rectangles and general polygons [55]. For
a true map originally without fixed point for α0 and completely embedded, the refinement can be once
again expressed as a rewrite system.
Table 7 presents the refinement for the superposition of two planar correctly embedded maps, just in
the general case, where the vertices of a map never overlap the vertices or edges of the other. In other
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Table 7
Refinement for two maps
let rec refi q1 q2 qr =
match q1 with
V -> qr (* c1 *)
| I(m1,x,px,lx) -> refi m1 q2 qr (* c2 *)
| L(m1,0,x,y) ->
(match q2 with
V -> refi m1 (edges qr 2) qr (* c3 *)
| I(m2,z,pz,lz) -> refi q1 m2 qr (* c4 *)
| L(m2,0,z,t) -> refi_edge_edge m1 x y m2 z t qr (* c5 *)
| L(m2,_,z,t) -> refi q1 m2 qr) (* c6 *)
| L(m1,_,x,y) -> refi m1 q2 qr (* c7 *)
and refi_edge_edge m1 x y m2 z t qr =
let px = em qr x and py = em qr y
and pz = em qr z and pt = em qr t
in let (i, u, v) = inter px py pz pt
in if i = 1 && 0. < u && u < 1. && 0. < v && v < 1.
then let px1 = abs px and px2 = ord px
and py1 = abs py and py2 = ord py
in let p = P((1. -. u) *. px1 +. u *. py1,
(1. -. u) *. px2 +. u *. py2)
in let (m1’,x’,y’) = cut m1 x y p 1
and (m2’,z’,t’) = cut m2 z t p 2
in let qr’ = cross qr x x’ y y’ z z’ t t’ p
in refi m1’ m2’ qr’
else let q1 = L(m1,0,x,y) in refi q1 m2 qr;;
let refine q1 q2 = refi (edges q1 1) (edges q2 2) (union q1 q2);;
words all edge cuts are clean. Moreover, all the darts are supposed labeled with 1 for a map and with 2
for the other.
The refinement is the result of a rewriting process of a current quasi-map qr starting from the rough
union of the two maps and consisting at each step in an edge cut treatment. Thus, the whole process is
guided by a kind of double iteration on the remaining current edge sets q1 and q2 one has to examine
for the two maps. It mainly puts the topology into play, but is driven by the embedding.
Let us give some explanations. The function refine q1 q2 returns the refinement of the two maps
q1 and q2 by calling the auxiliary function refi parameterized by the edge sets and by the union of
the two maps. Note that edge sets are simply of type qmap. The function edges q l extracts from q
its dart set labeled by l and union does the usual union of quasi-maps.
Let us examine the cases occurring in refi q1 q2 qr. In case c1, q1 is empty and the final
result qr is returned. In case c2, the insertion of a dart in q1 has no effect. Cases c3 to c6 correspond
to an edge {x,y} in q1, when examining all the templates of q2, that is the complete cutting of the
edge by q2. Case c3 where q2 is empty entails the recall of refi on the remaining edge set in q1 and
the set dart labeled by 2 in qr. Case c4 entails nothing. In case c5, a possible cut between the current
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Fig. 17. Resolution of an edge cut by cross insertion.
edges {x,y} and {z,t} is examined in the auxiliary function refi_edge_edge. Cases c6 and c7
entail nothing.
Function refi_edge_edge solves the intersection problem between the edges {x,y} and {z,t}
thanks to new auxiliary functions. Thus, inter returns i = 0, 1 or 2 depending on the two lines
supporting the edges have 0, 1 or an infinity of intersection points, and u and v, the usual parameters in
the two lines of the intersection point if it exists. Thus the intersection is to consider if i = 1 && 0.
< u && u < 1. && 0. < v && v < 1..
Function cut m1 x y p 1 cuts on point p the edge {x,y} in m1 by inserting new darts x’
and y’, then rebuilding correct sewings in m1’. The same is done with m2,z,t and z’,t’,m2’.
Finally, qr is modified in function cross giving qr’ by cutting, insertion and sewing of the dart cross
{x’,y’,z’,t’} embedded on p (Fig. 17).
In [13], an extended rewrite system for this operation is proposed to treat all the degenerate and
particular cases of a general refinement. The finite termination and confluence of this system are
proved in [14]. It is also refined, in the software engineering meaning, to obtain an efficient plane-
sweep algorithm [3], comparable to that of [15] for segments compartmentalization, and optimal in time
complexity.
12. A geometric modeler
The development of Topofil, an original interactive geometric modeler based on similar specification
ideas, has been realized at Strasbourg University. It is able to handle general 3D subdivisions, i.e.,
curves, surfaces (open or closed, orientable or not), volumes, and to sew them by topological or
mixed topological-embedding operations. The interactivity is guided by an advanced mechanism of dart
designation using an ergonomic visualization of elements and sewings. It can instantaneously compute
the characteristics of objects, like Euler’s characteristic and the genus for 2D subdivisions.
It also includes high-level classical operations: object generation, transformation, motion, cubic
approximation (Bézier, spline, Overhauser, etc), triangulation, sweeping, elastic deformation, etc, always
for any dimension. Window and menu management, deletion, undo, back-up, etc, complete this
realization.
The modeler is now thought in terms of d-dimensional hypermaps and generalized maps, i.e., it is
extensible to any dimension. In fact, specification and implementation of operations sometimes need
quasi-hypermaps or generalized quasi-maps, i.e., not yet coherent objects. Therefore, specifying in the
first place with quasi-maps or extensions becomes natural. We will do it from now on.
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The current implementation is realized in C language on SGI workstations for 3-dimensional
generalized maps, with very simple data structures: pointers for darts and hypermaps and sequential files
for back-up. The modeler includes about 1800 operations: 1400 for geometric modeling and 400 for the
environment and the interface. Most of them, except for 100 mathematical or trivial functions, has been
developed from complete algebraic specifications. Efficiency and memory saving are taken into account:
procedures with data modifications by side-effects replace some functions of the specification, and
algorithms with good performances are programmed in order to implement other ones. Transformations
are carefully done, with systematic rules when possible.
Some concepts, operations and pictures are in [6,8]. Functionalities of the modeler, design concepts
and development method are presented in [5,7]. Recently, new functionalities, like a general refinement
of 2- and 3-generalized maps, specified by rewrite systems as in Section 11 [13,14], have been added.
Finally, a solver of geometrical constraints helps to define objects by setting dimensional constraints on
a 2D sketch drawn by Topofil. It works in two phases: the first is formal and leads to a construction
plan, the second is the execution of the plan on real data to obtain numerical figures. The solver, which
federates several methods of resolution thanks to a powerful assembling process, looks like a multi-agent
system [28,29].
13. Conclusion
When dealing with the combinatorial topology of d-dimensional geometrical objects in boundary
representation, injections, involutions and permutations can be used to build any map-model. The concept
of quasi-hypermap is probably the root of a hierarchy of combinatorial models, where hypermaps, maps
and generalized maps have a place. Each of them is defined from its ancestors by invariants, inheritance
and polymorphism. Our group will make this semantic network more precise in future works.
A new specification of quasi-maps has been presented as a sampling of the power of these concepts.
Moreover, this formalism has helped us to illustrate a use of functional specification techniques in
computational geometry. They allow one to formalize, abstract, build, prove and prototype. In this
framework, preconditions for hierarchized operations can be defined, which leads to sound graphical
objects satisfying integrity constraints. Topological constraints have been emphasized, but complex
embedding constraints can also be handled [49]. The clear distinction between topology and embedding
for the one hand, and between abstraction and implementation for the other hand, should help in the study
of fundamental approximation or complexity problems where the role of the different basic numerical
operations finely appears [11].
In our geometric 3D modeler, formal specifications play a major and positive role, even for
performances [6,8]. For instance, size and quickness of the resulting C program are really competitive.
Thus, besides security, formal specification and prototyping techniques indeed increase conciseness,
reusing and efficiency in software engineering. Among the languages for functional specifications [4],
Ocaml seems one of the best: it allows modularity, parameterization, polymorphism and object-oriented
features, like hierarchical classes and inheritance. But other ones, like Miranda or Haskell, are good
candidates [33,54].
The functional techniques are attractive, but they must be compared with other formal methods, such
as VDM [10,42], Z or B languages [1,60] or algebraic ones [4,32,38]. In a more up-to-date fashion, we
have begun using the Calculus of Inductive Construction as a higher order logical framework to lead
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specifications and formal proofs in solid modeling within the Coq system. Substantial results are already
in [56,57] about quasi-maps and planarity. Unfortunately, because of the length of real experiments, such
comparisons are difficult.
Yet, important subjects are difficult to handle with formal specifications. Human-machine commu-
nication, a major area in interactive computer graphics, is a good example, and the works of [20,21,
48] must be carried on. Systematic implementations, i.e., transformations from abstract specifications to
more concrete ones, is another difficulty, as pointed out by [4]. This transition must be deeply studied, in
connection with the development of new programming languages, like object-oriented ones.
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